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  An interesting debate on the exact 
 aetiology of pain in Achilles tendinopa-
thy is ongoing. Contrary to an intraten-
dinous degenerative origin of the pain, 
a new theory focuses on the role of the 
plantaris tendon. This new theory refl ects 
a paratendinous origin of the pain with in-
growth of sensory and sympathetic nerves 
and release of nociceptive substances. 1  
Alfredson 2  presents convincing evidence 
for the role of the plantaris tendon (see 
pages 1023 and 1026) which is thick-
ened and is in close relation or invaginated 
to the medial Achilles tendon in 80% of 
the symptomatic tendons. 

  THE PAINFUL SUBSTANCE OF 
 DEGENERATION: P? 
 Inspired by the Scandinavian pioneers, 
I note an exponential increase of basic and 
clinical research with a strong focus on 
clarifying the mechanism of degeneration 
and reversion to regenerative processes. 
This increased attention raises our hopes 
that chronic tendon injuries could fi nally 
be treated by stimulating regenerative 
processes. It was anticipated that conser-
vative therapies such as eccentric training, 
hyperosmolar dextrose injection, glyceryl 
trinitrate patches, autologous and platelet-
rich plasma injections would all stimulate 
tenocyte proliferation and subsequent 
collagen regeneration with excellent pre-
liminary results. However, reversing the 
ongoing complex process of degeneration 
to regeneration has proven to be too com-
plicated and frequently insuffi cient. This 
should awaken us to be open minded for 
new insights and challenges. 

 Andersson and colleagues 3  take the fi rst 
step to clarify the potential for blocking 
the ongoing degenerative process (see 
page 1017). The aetiological factor Sub-
stance P is, in addition to its established 

role in nociceptive signalling,  involved 
in the development of tendinosis. The 
authors demonstrate that in an animal 
tendinosis model, Substance P plays a 
crucial role in degeneration development 
with increased tenocyte hypercellularity 
and angiogenesis by stimulating vascular 
proliferation. Substance P is present in 
asymptomatic tendons in a low concen-
tration and is upregulated in tendinosis. 
Andersson  et al  3  cautiously conclude that 
blocking of Substance P might potentially 
be of clinical importance. Would that be 
our new target and key to success?  

  SUBSTANTIAL PLANTARIS: THE 
 PAINFUL SUBSTRATE? 
 It is refreshing to see that the focus on the 
main intratendinous degenerative origin of 
the complaints is questioned, as evidence 
for the substantial role of the plantaris ten-
don is presented in this issue.2 3      

 An invaginated and thickened plantaris 
tendon, closely related to the midportion 
Achilles tendon, is suggested to increase 
compression and induce reactions within 
the cell and matrix.2 4 This report   is the fi rst 
with such numbers and detail. Sterkenburg 
and Van Dijk already hypothesised that ad-
hesions between the Achilles and plantaris 
tendons may cause pain by intertendinous 
traction on sensory nerve  fi bres. 1   5  It seems 
curious that the discovery of plantaris in-
volvement was confi rmed by changing 
from a lateral to a medial incision.2 3 Would 
Columbus have had discovered America if 
the wind had blown towards the east in-
stead of the west coast?  

  IS THERE NOW SUBSTANCE TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE DEGENERATION THEORY? 
 The key arguments against the underly-
ing degenerative theory are based on the 
fact that the tendon itself is almost aneu-
ronal and that even asymptomatic indi-
viduals can have degenerated tendons. 1   6  
In musculoskeletal injuries, however, 
there is often little correlation between 
tissue degeneration and pain. Chronic 

degenerative tendinopathy can be inter-
preted as analogous to the iceberg the-
ory with pain representing the tip of it. 
Moderate intradendinous degenerative 
changes may be asymptomatic for long 
periods until increasing tendon disorgani-
sation leads to the pain threshold being 
exceeded. 7   

  SUBSTRATES AS SOLUTIONS? 
 With the focus on the plantaris tendon 
it seems, or it is at least suggestive, that 
there is an assumed shift from belief in re-
generation of collagen tissue to just treat-
ing symptoms by denervating the respon-
sible nerves (as in the old days). Or is that 
too pessimistic and can we still support 
the degeneration theory? Will  Alfredson 
show us that the plantaris tendon might 
not have that substantial role and that its 
involvement should be viewed as poten-
tial additional factor to be treated?  

 It is a utopian idea that one substrate 
will bring us the complete solution of this 
multifactorial and complex entity: nei-
ther P nor plantaris. The key to manage-
ment of tendinopathies will continue to 
be  expert clinical and imaging assessment 
to diagnose the primary causative factors, 
 followed by skillful execution of evidence-
based treatment.   
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